Inauguration of Bhima Bhoi Park at Shanti Nagar, Sambalpur
What a privilege it is to share this occasion with all of you. In this beautiful shiny morning of "
Swayat Shasan Dibas" LSG day 31st August 2018 with immense and pleasure at 10.30AM we
had a most successful inauguration/grand opening ceremony and auspicious beginning
of Bhima bhoi Park at ShantiNagar,Wardno-19 (AMRUT/OD/SAMBALPUR/PR/03)SAAP
FY2016-17.
On behalf of Honorable MP Nagendra kumar Pradhan and Bijay mohanty ( Chairman SDA)
from Sambalpur It has inaugurated by Honorable MLA Dr.Raseswari Panigrahi in the
presence of Municipal Commissioner, Dy.Commissioner, EE, AEE ,AE, JE, Concern agency ,
AMRUT team, EIL team and other officials of SMC are present in this ceremony.
As part of our endeavor to reach out to the community and create vibrant spaces within SMC
area .SMC has developed this park under AMRUT. One of the major components in this park is
child friendly play equipments. There is nothing better than the laughter of children at play. This
initiative is a testament to our quest to create value located in the common green space. As soon
as the `ribbon-cutting ceremony' was over the children excitedly rushed into the Park eager to try
out various swings and rides.
Creating green spaces in urban areas constitutes a significant improvement in the quality of the
environment and people’s living conditions. There are leisure spaces and meeting places for all
ages and all social categories, encouraging different sectors of the population to mix and
integrate. These parks meet the needs of many city-dwellers wanting to relax in a natural
environment. These urban parks are a vital public facility. Our goal was not just to build a major
environmental infrastructure and a central attraction for inhabitants and visitors, but also to
create a cultural space contributing to the city’s economic and social development.
Finally, sport has always been popular within the people and remains one of the Park’s strong
points with the building of a huge sports centre, along with fitness trails featuring specialist
equipment for gymnastics, running, cycling and climbing. Here in AMRUT parks we are
providing these facilities.

We would like to thank you again for joining with us at this important moment – a time of
satisfying completion, and of profound connection – across cultures, across generations and
across the ages. Now the park is open for public for their use.
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